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CLS is a global company and pioneer provider of monitoring
and surveillance solutions for the Earth, created in 1986. CLS
is a subsidiary of CNES and CNP. Its mission is to
create innovative space-based solutions to understand and
protect our planet and to manage its resources sustainably.
CLS employs more than 750 people in 26 sites around the
world. The company works in five strategic markets:
sustainable fisheries management, climate & environmental
monitoring, maritime surveillance, fleet management, and
energy & mining.
COMPETENCIES & CAPABILITIES
CLS provides administrations, institutions, teams of scientists, private
companies, with a wide range of services and solutions to assist decision
making based on a unique combination of remote satellite data, in situ
data, drones, and modelling data as well as our employees expertise.
CLS delivers high value-added applications, services, expertise &
recommendations, forecasting models, equipment and infrastructure. Its
missions: help its customers understand the past, observe the present,
prepare for the future, adapt to meet climate environmental challenges,
assess the environmental impact of industrial and economic activities.
CLS operates a 24/7 operation and data center fully resilient (900 servers,
150 products, 99,98% SLA, +100 processing chains, 1200 services daily
delivered).
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Environment & Climate Monitoring: Solutions to study, understand & assess
Climate change and its impacts. From the ocean to the coast, CLS proposes
solutions in in-situ & space oceanography, coastal management. CLS
accompanies its clients in their management of water resources and the
associated risks.
Sustainable fisheries management: CLS helps fishery stakeholders to
sustainably manage their fisheries, connect, protect & empowered traditional and
industrial fisheries through VMS, ERS & EMS solutions while optimizing & securing
operations at sea.
Maritime surveillance: Complete, global view of what is happening at sea (area
surveillance, sea rescue, optimize shipping fleets, fight against pollutions &
trafficking). Global maritime traffic is monitored from CLS with multisource data
management solutions.
Energy & mining: Solutions for securing and optimizing production of oil, gas,
renewable energy, mining and monitoring of buildings and infrastructure with
minimal impact on the environment.
Fleet Management: much more than a positioning service, CLS adds value to
data by turning it into useful business information. CLS connects, locates and
optimize fleets for waste management, humanitarian vehicles, and logistics.

MAJOR SPACE PROJECTS & REFERENCES
Environment & Climate Monitoring: +12 000 environmental satellite
platforms tracked, hundreds of studies delivered for the major scientific,
oceanographic, climate, space & meteorological programs & institutions
(NOAA, EUMETSAT, ESA, CSIRO, ECMWF, etc.) Sustainable fisheries
management: +30 Fishing Monitoring Centers equipped in the world, +
15 000 fishing vessel tracked each month, thousands of customers in
more than 100 countries. Maritime surveillance: CLS analysts & means
involved in Cleanseanet, European satellite-based oil spill and vessel
detection service, all global maritime traffic monitored from CLS, CLS’s
drones deployed all over Europe. Energy & mining: International major
energy companies are CLS’ customers, just as major national civil
engineering companies all around the globe. Fleet Management: +
60 000 assets tracked (Humanitarian activities, Waste management &
logistics)
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